where p and q are continuous real variables, and z ranges over a complex field, while r? and a are continuous in p and q, and analytic in z. We shall consider a general theory based on an equation analogous to this equation, p and q being replaced by general variables, the condition of continuity of the functions a and v, by that of belonging to certain given classes, and integration by a general operator ./. Instead of allowing z, however, to vary over a region in the complex plane, and the functions ij and a to be analytic in z, we restrict ourselves to the simpler case where 2 is the real variable x on a finite linear interval and the functions n and a are continuous in x.
In a later paper we shall make a study of the solutions of the general linear differential equations considered in this paper, which satisfy certain linear boundary conditions. I. The foundations
For the sake of convenience and clearness, we collect in these preliminary paragraphs, those of the fundamental concepts and propositions developed by Moore in his General Analysis, which we shall find useful in the sequel.
1. The fundamental classes, t The element of generality is secured in our theory by the introduction of a general, absolutely unconditioned class $ of elements p. The class ^ enters the theory mainly through the medium of functions u (p) or p., which define for every element p a real or complex number.
An assemblage or class (Menge) of such functions will be denoted by ÜD?. If 21 is the class of all real, or more generally, all complex numbers a, we shall use the terminology: äft is a class of functions on 'iß to 21.
In addition to the general class $ and the class of functions 9J?, we shall need the particular class 36, a class of elements x ranging over the linear interval a = a: = ii; and the class Ê of all continuous functions on 36 to 21.
2. Properties of classes of functions, (a) Linear Extension and Linearity.*: If we construct all possible linear combinations Zi"=i a¿ m of functions of the class 9JÎ, we obtain, in general, a new class which is called the linear extension of the class 2JÎ and is denoted by the symbol 9JÎ£. In case the linear extension of a class is the class itself, then the class is said to be linear (L ) : <SSlL.
(b) Relatively Uniform Convergence. Closure of a Class.* The sequence of functions pn is said to converge to the function p on 'iß relatively uniformly as to the scale a(Lnpn = p(ty; a)) in case for every e there exists an nc such that if n = ne we have |ju» -ju| = e\a\ identically for every p of the class 'iß. If for a class 90? we take the limits of all sequences which converge relatively uniformly as to functions of a scale class ©, we obtain a new class, called the extension of 9JÎ relatively to @ and denoted by SDîe. In case the extension of 5DÎ relative to itself is the original class, then 3JÎ is said to be closed (C), i. e., SDP3 is the same as SDÎîk = SD?.
(c) Dominance. Dominance Properties D and Do-] A function pi is said to dominate p2 on 'iß, in case we have for every p of Sß \pi(p)\ = \ui(p)\.
The importance of dominance in the theory is due to the presence of the scale function in the inequality defining relative uniformity of convergence.
The desirability of a nowhere negative real-valued scale function, and also of a single scale function to replace a sequence of such functions leads to the following two dominance properties or conditions on the class 9J? : 50Î is said to have the dominance property D0 (SOP5") in case there is for every function p of the class SDÎ a nowhere negative real-valued dominating function pa of the class9J2; further SO? is said to have the dominance property D (SDP5) in case for every sequence of functions p" of the class SD? there exists a sequence of real numbers a" and a function p of the class ÎDÎ such that for every n, anp dominates pn, i. e., \ßn\ = \anp\-(d) *-Extension.% By a combination of linear extension and extension relative to a class, we obtain a new extension which plays a central rôle in the theory, viz., SO?* = (<$SlL)Vi. If 9D? has the property D, then this new class has the properties: L, C, and D .
3. Composition of classes. § Suppose we have two general classes 'iß' and Sß" of elements p' and p" respectively. Then the composite class 'iß' Sß" is the class of all pairs of elements (p', p") or p' p". Similarly if SDP and SDÎ" are classes of functions p! and p" on Sß' and Sß" respectively, to 51, then the class SDP SDi" on Sß' *iß" is defined to consist of the products of all functions p' of W! by functions p" of W.
The § 53, 54, 55, pp. 93-96 [January is called the *-composite of S0Í' and W, and is of special importance in the theory. We shall denote this class by $ and the elements of the class by k(p' p") or k. The class obtained by reversing the order of the elements p' and p", i. e., (Sift"50?')* will be denoted by Ä (^-transposed) and its functions by k ( p' p" ) or ii.
The process of composition can be extended to more than two classes. In particular we shall use the composite class '$' '$" 36 and the class § on *$' *$" 36 to 21, which is defined to be the *-composite of 9)î' äJJ" (S, i. e., £ = (9tt'Sfl"(S)* = ((aR'äÄ"<E)£)w«»«.
The elements of this class will be denoted by a ( p' p" x ), or a, and j](p' p" x), or v.
We have the following propositions on properties and interrelations between the classes W, W, @, Ä, and £ :
(a) If WLC™° and 9Dî"iCTi\ then StL0DIh. Any function k of Ä belongs to W for p" fixed and to W for p' fixed.
(b) If WLODI>0 and WLCDJ>°, then §LCDD<>. Any function 77 of £ belongs to $ for x fixed, and to Ê for p' and p" fixed. The class $ is a subclass of the class §. As a matter of fact, every function 77 of the class !q is uniformly continuous on 36, relatively uniformly as to the class $,* i. e., there exists a k such that, for every e, there exists a de such that if I Xi -x21 =! dt, then |ti(xi) -77 ( 0-2 ) I ==i e|«|.
Operators.!
We assume that there is present in our theory an operator Jp"p or J, which transforms functions of the class $ into real or complex numbers, i. e., J is on Ä to 21. We shall suppose that J has the following properties :
(a) Linearity (JL), viz., J (ayHy + a2l<2) = ay Jicy + a2 Jk2 . (b) Modular Property (JM), viz., there exists a nowhere negative functional operation M on nowhere negative real-valued functions of Ü such
These conditions are sufficient to secure the additional properties contained in the following propositions:
(1) «/p'V v(p' p" x) or J2i rj is a function of the class (5. (2) Jq"q' vy (p' q" x)v2(q' p" x) or J23 ny n2 is a function of the class ^. (3) Jp"p' Jq"q' Ki(p' q" )Ki(q' p") = Jq"q> Jp"p' ki (p' q" )Ki(q' p" ) or /« J23 ki k2 = J23 Jn ki k2 , i. e., two successive /-operations are commutative.
(4) / is ultra-continuous, i. e., if i"7,n = 7,(Sß'Sß"X; §), then Ln JaVn = Jan (Sß' Sß" X; £).
As a consequence / is also continuous, i. e., if LnKn = /c(Sß'Sß";t), then /"/«" = /«.
In addition to the general operator / on $ to 31, we shall make use of a special functional operator, the indefinite integral Jdx or I, operating on functions of the class S, and yielding functions of a subclass (£' of this class. On account of the nature of the class §, the result of applying Z to a function this class of yields again a function of £>, or rather of a subclass of £>, which we shall denote by ^j'. We shall define the class §' to be the class of all functions of the form In + k . Evidently this class is linear.
The operator I has the properties L and M, the modular function being fab dx. As a consequence, / is also ultracontinuous.
Since relative uniformity as to functions of the class (£ is equivalent to ordinary uniformity, we have :
(5) If Ln t?" = n (Sß' Sß" X; St) then Ln Ir,n = In (Sß' Sß" X; Ä).
Further, as in the case of two successive /-operations, we show that / and / are commutative on functions of the class £>, i. e., (6) For every 77 we have Un = Jin. The extension of the operator / to permit of operation on functions of the form T/i ( p' p" x ) 7/2 ( q' q" x ), is apparent.
In particular we have an extension of the formula for integration by parts, viz.,
In2 -/tji t,2._ A direct consequence of this proposition and of proposition (6) is that, if t/i and t/2 belong to ^>', then (8) J23 t/i 7/2 ox Jq"q' ni (p' q" x)n2(q' p" x) is again a function of $'. Finally we shall use the operator d/dx or Dx or D, assuming that it is the inverse of integration I. Dx or D, then, operates on functions of the class §>' and yields functions of the class §, and in particular:
Hence if 77 is of class §', we have (9) IDr, = V(x) -v(xo).
From the propositions on the operator /, we can derive corresponding propositions for the operator D. In particular, from (6) follows the commutativity of D and / when operating on functions of the class ^>', i. e., In the theory of a system of linear differential equations of the rath order
in which the ay ( x ) are a system of n2 functions of the class © on 36, and the y¡(x) are to be determined (they will be of class S' ), we find the following theorems: Theorem I. There exists a unique system of sets of solutions yi(x) of class (F on 36, which satisfy the initial conditions yf(xo) = h, where 8,-y is the Kronecker ô, i. e., zero for i =\= j and unity for i = j.
Theorem II. The determinant formed of this system of solutions y{p (x) is not zero ora 36. It has the value Theorem III.
The general solution of the system can be written in the form n y*(x) = Hcjifp(x), j=i where the Cj are constant.
With a view to generalizing this situation we note* that it is not a set of n solutions which is fundamental, but rather a system or matrix of n2 solutions y%i(x) = y{P (x).
In reality Theorem I might read: There exists a unique system ya(x) of solutions of the n2 equations: n D^yij(x) = J2<Xik(x)ykj(x), k=l which satisfy the initial conditions : y a ( x0 ) = 5¿y. Then we recall that in the theory of functions of two continuous variables, the expression which plays the rôle of a determinant is the series introduced by Fredholm and generally called a Fredholm determinant, viz,
The finite analog of this determinant, however, is not the determinant of the elements fe# but the determinant of the elements 5,-y + kn. This suggests that in our differential equation we replace y a (x) by 5¿;-+ y a (x).
This gives
ax k=i
Relative to this new equation the three theorems stated above become Theorem I. There exists a unique system of solutions yon (x) of class (£ on X which satisfy the initial conditions 7/,y (z0) = 0.
Theorem II. The analog of the Fredholm determinant, i. e., the determinant of 5ij + T/i; ( x ) of these solutions is not zero onH.
It has the value JTi=i<*«(x)
Theorem III. The general solution of this system of equations can be mitten in the form n yij (x) = en + y on (x) +Zc* 2/o<y ( x ) k=l where the c¿¿ are a system of n2 constants. Following Schlesingerf we obtain by a limiting process analogous theorems in the case in which i and j are replaced by the continuous variables p and q ranging over the interval 0 ^ p ^ 1, and JZi=" by fo , the equation being Dxn(p, q;x) = a(p, q; x) + I a (p, r; x)r¡ (r, q; x)dr. Schlesinger, loc. cit., vol. 24, p. 85 . Note that Schlesinger considers monogenic functions of a complex variable z, while we are considering functions of the real variable x.
t Loc. cit., pp. 85,90-97. The idea of passing to a limit in order to obtain results relative to integro-differential equations was previously pointed out by Volterra.
Cf. Rendiconti d e i L i n c e i, ser. 5, vol. 18 (1909) , p. 173.
These two equations and theories being analogous point the way towards considering
where p', p" are on the range ty' ty", x is on 36, a and 77 belong to ÍQ, and J is a linear operator, as the fundamental equation of our theory, and it is relative to this equation that we obtain theorems including Theorems I', II', and III' as special cases. It is desirable to consider also the associated homogeneous equation
(B) Dv = Jan.
7. The existence theorem. An existence theorem for general differential equations has been developed by Moore.* It would be an easy matter to derive from this general result a theorem which would apply in the case of equations (A) and (B). We prefer, however, to proceed directly.
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Let us then determine the nature of the convergence of the series on the right-hand side. We recall that the class § is dominated by the class $ and this in turn by the class SOí' üDí", and as a matter of fact, on account of the property D0, by nowhere negative real-valued functions of this class. Hence for every a there exists u'0 = 0, u'ó = 0 such that | a | =i u'0 u'ó . It follows then that |7a|=i I\a\^ u'0ßö \x -x0\, and so
That is, since J has the properties M and L, __\JaIa\_ , "
Integration yields
Repeating this same process we easily show by induction that I q. _ ™ I n+y I ( IJa )" la | =1 , +" , p'0 u'ó ( Mu'o MÖ )", and hence the series la + Z)n (Ua)n la is term by term less than the series°°
which series is convergent on ty' ty" 36 uniformly as to the function p'0 p!0'. Hence the series for 770 is convergent uniformly relative to the class 3)î' SDÎ" and, on account of the closure of the class ^, represents a function of this class.
The function defined by this series satisfies the original integral equation. For from the relative uniform convergence of the series and the continuity of I and J, it follows that term by term integration is permissible, i. e., we have IJa-qo = Z)"=r (IJa)n la, and hence L/a77o + la = 770.
This shows incidentally that 770 is of class ^>'.
Finally, the uniqueness of the solution follows from the fact that for every 77 of class § we have in=" (Ua)n 77 = 0, and as a matter of fact relatively uniformly as to the class Tl' Tl".
For from the dominance properties of the class § it follows that there exist nowhere negative real-valued functions where in ' Í3ínl Pl ! ■ VPPi "•Pi /
It can be shown that the series for Fov converges uniformly on 36 and hence represents a continuous function on 36; further that the series for Fi, converges on $' ty" 36 relatively uniformly as to the class § and hence is again a function of this class. In case 77 belongs to the class §' we can go a step further and assert the Theorem. 7/ 77 is of class §' then F0(x) is of class (£', and we have
By following the line of reasoning used by Fredholm* in the derivation of an analogous equation, we obtain the above expression for Dx F0(x), and conclude therefrom that F0(x) is of class (£'.
A well-known consequence of this result is the Theorem. If Ky and k2 belong to the class $ then the Fredholm determinant of Ky -f-k2 + JKy k2 is equal to the product of the determinants for Ky and K2, i. e., 
Hence
Now FWo is not identically zero in x, since, for x = x0 it has the value unity. We have thus proved Theorem II. The Fredholm determinant of the solution vo of equation (A) is not zero. It has the value eTJa. 10. The General solution of equations (A) 12. Some examples. We digress in this paragraph in order to apply the results of the preceding paragraphs to some special cases.
We consider first of all the case in which the function a is independent of x, i. e., a is the same function of the class St for every x of X. In the solution T/o of the equation (¿4) for which t/0 (x0) = 0, Vo = Í2(Ua)nIa, it will then be possible to carry out the integrations and we obtain
where a(n) is defined as follows:
a(«) = Jtt("-D a and a(1) = a, i. e., it is the nth iterated kernel of a in the sense of linear integral equations. On account of the properties of the class St and the operator /, for every function a there will exist nowhere negative functions p'0 and p'0' and a constant b such that a(n) ^ p'0 pö b71"1 as in § 7 above, or in the theory of integral equations. It follows then that the series for t/o .is convergent for all values of x, relatively uniformly as to the class St on Sß' Sß", so that t/0 is of class § on Sß' Sß" X, where X may be the class -°o < x < °o . The same will be * Cf. Schlesinger, loc. cit., pp. 119, 120. Since 77 ( ccO ) = 0, it follows from this that
i. e., 77 ( a ( -y ) ) is the reciprocal of 77 ( ay ), a result which we might expect if we note that the solution of the adjoint equation Ö77 = -a -Jya for which 77 ( 0 ) = 0 is^(
The function 77 ( ax ) thus has properties somewhat similar to those of ex. As a matter of fact, we can represent 77 ( ax ) symbolically in the form (e"-l),
where an is to be replaced by aM . If we note that
we obtain from (eaix -1 ) (eaiV -1 ) = eaiX+aiV -e"lX -ea'v + 1 = reaiz+a,y _ i) _ (e«i* -l) -(e™ -1) * Cf. Schlesinger, loc. cit., p. 113; Volterra, Leçons sur les fondions de lignes, pp. 127, 158, and 159.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use the more general addition theorem Jr,(aix)n(a2y) = n(axx + a2y) -n(aix) -n(a2y), provided «i and «2 are such that Jai ai = Ja2 «i,
i. e., «i and a2 are permutable.* Another type of interesting results may be obtained by specializing the ranges Sß' and Sß", the classes of functions SDP and SDP', and the operator /. We note the following intances:
(a) Linear integro-differential equations.^ We take Sß' = Sß" = SßIV = the class of all points on the linear interval 0 Si p ^ 1. Further let SDP = SDP' = SDPV = the class of all continuous function on SßIv. Then St is the class of all continuous functions on SßSß and § is the class of all continuous functions on SßSßX. Î The operator / we assume to be the definite integral /o1 dp. Then our differential equation (^4) takes the form Dx n (pqx) = a (pqx) + I a (prx) r, (rqx)dr.
Jo We conclude at once, then, that there exists a unique solution of this equation, t/o (pqx), for which n(xo) = 0. Moreover if we build the ordinary Fredholm determinant for this solution it will not be zero on X but will have as its value I fo a(ppx)dp _ We assume that SDP = SDP' = (SDî""SDÎIV)* = the class of all sets of n continuous functions on SßIV. Then St will be the class of all sets of n2 continuous functions of two variables on SßIV SßIV and ÍQ will be the class of all sets of n2 continuous functions of three variables on SßIV SßIV X. We take for the operator / the bipartite operator Z^^J/o1. Then we. have for consideration the following system of linear integro-differential equations n /%i ■Dx Va (pqx) = an (pqx) + £ aik (prx)nki(rqx) dr.
4=1 Jo
As a consequence of our general existence theorem, this equation has a * Cf. Volterra, loc. cit., pp. 124, 158 and 159. has the value gSLi/o1 Iau{ppx)dp
The general solution of the system will be : Then $ is the class of all functions K(pq) for which there exist p'p and u'ó so that \K(pq)\=%p'(p)p-"(q)* Further § will be the class of all functions which are continuous in x, for p and q fixed, and are dominated by a function of the class Ä, i. e., if 77 (pqx) belongs to §, it will be continuous in z, and there will exist a k (pq) such that 177 (pqx) I =i I k (pq) I, and conversely.t
We assume that the operator J on & is the HpZT k(pp) . That this series actually converges is a result of the
Since 2\u'(p)\f and S \u" (p) K'C-" converge and there exist p'(p) and u" (p) such that \n(pp) | = // (p)p" (p) > it follows that 2/c(pp) will converge also. Evidently X^=f has the properties i and M.
We can then * Cf. for instance Bolza, loc. cit., p. 292. t Cf. Moore, General Analysis, 146, 147 . This class may also be defined to V(ijx) = I Vi(px)oij(p)dp Jo and a(ijx) = I ai(px)uj(p)dp.
Jo
The converse is not true, excepting when w satisfies certain conditions. Applying our general existence theorem, we conclude that there will exist for our equation a unique solution Vi(px) for which Vi(pxo) = 0. When we build the expression corresponding to the Fredholm determinant of this solution with the operator defined above, we find that it may be regarded as the Fredholm determinant of 77 ( pqx ) = S<=" co¿ ( p ) v% ( 9.x ), or as the ordinary determinant of S ( ij ) + 77 ( ij ) where V(ij) = I Vi(px)wj(p)dp.
Its value will be I fQ v(PPx)dp = I2'i=lV(iix) = I f0 Ti=y*i(px)a>i(p)dp 13. On systems of linear differential equations. The results of § § 6-10 can be easily extended to the case of a system of equations. As a matter of fact a simple transformation reduces the consideration of a system to that of a single equation.
Suppose then that in place of the class Sß' we have n classes Sßi (i = 1, • • •, n ), and instead of the class Sß" we have n classes Sß7 ( i = 1, • • ■, n ) which are not necessarily all distinct.
Suppose further that in place of SDP on Sß' to 51 we have n classes SDP; on Sß7 to 21, and in place of SDP' on Sß" to 51 we have n classes SDP/ on Sß'[ to Sí, concerning each of which it will be assumed that they have the properties LCDDo. From these classes we construct the n2 classes St a = (SDT; SDî; )* on Sß; Sß; to 51, and the n2 classes $<, = (SD?; Wt'J <E)» on Sß^ Sßy X to Sí. We replace finally the operator / on $ to 5Í by the n operators /j on Stu to 5Í, each of which will be supposed to have the properties L and M. We consider then in place of the equation (^4) the system of equations » (An) Dr,ij = an + YJk aik r,kj and the homogeneous system associated with it n (B") Dr,a = YJk aik rikj -*=i
In treating the corresponding extension in the general theory of linear integral equations, Moore* has suggested a process, viz., that of adjunctional composition which reduces the system of equations to a single equation. This same process is applicable here. We assume that the classes Sß; have no elements in common, a situation which can always be attained by a suitable transformation.
We make the same assumption in the case of the classes SßJ . Then we define the class Sß' to be the class of all elements belonging to any of the Sß';, i. e., Sß' = Y,]z1 Sß;, and Sß" to be the class of all elements belonging to any of the Sß7, i. e. Sß" = Yj=ï % . The class Sß' Sß" will be the totality of elements in Sß; SßJ . The class St will consist of all functions k for which we have K(p'iP'j) = Kii(PiP'j) and the class § will consist of all functions for which we have 7/(p'ip'j x) = vnip'iPj x).
Further we define / operating on a function k to be n J K = / . v i Ka .
¿=1
Then the classes St and $ and the operator / will have the properties enum-* Cf. E. H. Moore, Integral Equations, loc. cit., erated in § § 3-5, and our system of differential equations reduces to the single equation Dv = a + Jav, while the system (Bn) becomes Dv = Jav ■ By applying the theorems of § § 6-10, and replacing a, 77, and J by the expressions from which they were derived, we get results of the following type:
Theorem I. The system of equations (An) has a unique set of solutions va which satisfy the initial conditions vn (xo) = 0. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
